Molecular dynamics and binding selectivity of nucleotides and polynucleotide substrates with EIF2C2/Ago2 PAZ domain.
RNA interference (RNAi) constitutes a major target in drug discovery. Recently, we reported that the Argonaute protein 2 (Ago2) PAZ domain selectively binds with all ribonucleotides except adenine and poorly recognizes deoxyribonucleotides. The binding properties of the PAZ domain with polynucleotides and the molecular mechanisms of substrates' selectivity remains unclear. In this study, the binding potencies of polynucleotides and the associated conformational and dynamic changes in PAZ domain are investigated. Coinciding with nucleotides' binding profile with the PAZ domain, polyuridylate (PolyU) and polycytidylate (PolyC) were potent binders. However, KdPolyU and KdPolyC were 15.8 and 9.3μM, respectively. In contrast, polyadenylate (PolyA) binding was not detectable. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation revealed the highest change in root mean square deviation (RMSD) with ApoPAZ or PAZ domain bound with experimentally approved, low affinity substrates, whereas stronger binding substrates such as UMP or PolyU showed minimal RMSD changes. The loop between α3 and β5 in the β-hairpin subdomain showed the most responsive change in RMSD, being highly movable in the ApoPAZ and PAZ-AMP complex. Favorable substrate recognition was associate with moderate change in secondary structure content. In conclusion, the PAZ domain retains differential substrate selectivity associated with corresponding dynamic and structural changes upon binding.